Abstract: Medium voltage XLPE-cables (10-30kV) are usually designed in a traditional way. There are several reasons for this, accessories should fit and the utility should have comparable sources for the cable. Medium voltage cables are today a standard commodity product.

For special purposes, medium voltage cables, overall performance can be largely enhanced if the design is optimized.

This paper gives some examples of how material knowledge and good design can produce a better overall performing cable.
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1. Introduction

Medium Voltage cables, (MV-cables, by this expression we in this paper refer to 10–30 kV cables) traditionally are designed strictly according standards (IEC, VDE etc.).

When designing high voltage cables it has been accepted for a long time that each cable is optimized for the specific use. The cable components involved are usually the insulation with varying thickness, the screen with area adapted to the actual short circuit demands and the sheath with the density of the polyethylene and a possible water diffusion barrier usually of aluminium.

In this paper, we will discuss how this way of cable design can be used for MV-cables. We are also showing successful cable designs based on these theories.

2. Cable design

The most obvious uses for optimized design of MV-cables are cables for special use such as aerial cables, submarine cables etc.